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FOLDABLE TRIANGULATIONS OF

LATTICE POLYGONS

MICHAEL JOSWIG AND GÜNTER M. ZIEGLER

Abstract. We give a simple formula for the signature of a foldable
triangulation of a lattice polygon in terms of its boundary. This
yields lower bounds on the number of real roots of certain bivariate
polynomial systems.

Let P be a d-dimensional lattice polytope in R
d; that is, P is the convex

hull of finitely many points in Z
d. Further, let ∆ be a triangulation of P .

We call ∆ dense if the points P ∩ Z
d are precisely the vertices of ∆.

Moreover, we call ∆ foldable if its dual graph is bipartite; equivalently,
the vertices of the 1-skeleton considered as an abstract graph is (d+1)-
colorable [3]; equivalently, all interior vertices of this graph have even
degree. In this case we may distinguish between “black” and “white”
d-dimensional cells of ∆. The signature σ(∆) is defined as the absolute
value of the difference of the numbers of black and of white d-dimensional
cells of ∆ that have odd normalized volume. The normalized volume

of P equals d! times the Euclidean volume of P . As P is a lattice
polytope the normalized volume is an integer. Soprunova and Sottile [4]
prove that σ(∆) is a lower bound for the number of real roots of certain
systems of d polynomials over the reals in d unknowns associated with
P and ∆. For d = 1 that result amounts to the basic fact that a
univariate real polynomial of odd degree has at least one real zero. In
particular, in several cases the Soprunova–Sottile bound is sharp for
generic coefficients. Here we are concerned with the planar case d = 2.

Let p and q be lattice points in Z
2. We say that the line segment

[p, q] = conv(p, q) is of type X if the first coordinate of p− q is odd and
the other one is even. Similarly, the line segment is of type Y if the
second coordinate is odd and the other one is even. For a line segment
of type XY both coordinates are odd.

The key to our main result is the following observation.
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Lemma 1. Let T be a lattice triangle of odd normalized area in the

plane. Then T has precisely one edge of type X, one of type Y and one

of type XY .

Proof. Up to a translation we can assume that the vertices of T are (0, 0),
(a, b) and (c, d) with a, b, c, d ∈ Z. The normalized area of T is given by
the absolute value of the determinant

det

(

a b

c d

)

= ad− bc ,

and our precondition says that this is odd. It follows that the parities of
the two products ad and bc are distinct. After possibly exchanging the
vertices (a, b) and (c, d) we may assume that ad is odd, and thus both a

and d are odd.
If both b and c are even then the edge [(0, 0), (a, b)] is of type X, the

edge [(0, 0), (c, d)] is of type Y , and the third edge [(a, b), (c, d)] is of
type XY . If, however, b is odd and c is even, then [(0, 0), (a, b)] is of
type XY , [(0, 0), (c, d)] is of type Y and [(a, b), (c, d)] is of type X. The
situation is similar if b is even and c is odd. �

Remark 2. The preceding lemma admits the following generalization.
Let T be an arbitrary lattice triangle. Then the normalized area of T
is congruent modulo 2 to the number of edges of type τ , where τ ∈
{X, Y,XY } is any type. We omit the proof, which is similar to the
above.

Now let P be a lattice polygon in the plane with a dense and foldable
triangulation ∆. It is special to dimensions d ≤ 2 that a triangulation is
dense if and only if it is unimodular, that is, each triangle has normalized
area one. As ∆ is foldable we may distinguish between “black” and
“white” triangles. The edges in the boundary of a foldable triangulation
also receive a color, either black or white, from the unique triangle which
they are contained in. We are ready for our main result.

Theorem 3. Let ∆ be a dense and foldable triangulation of a planar

lattice polygon P . Then the signature σ(∆) equals the absolute value of

the difference between the numbers of black and of white edges of type τ ,

for any fixed τ ∈ {X, Y,XY }.

Proof. By the Lemma each triangle of ∆ has precisely one edge of type X,
one edge of type Y , and one edge of type XY . Fix τ . Each τ edge is
either an interior edge, in which case it is contained in exactly one black
and one white triangle, or it is on the boundary. Conversely, each trian-
gle contains an τ edge, and so the interior τ edges give rise to a perfect
matching on the interior triangles of ∆. Their total contribution to the
signature is zero. The claim follows. �
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Figure 1. A lattice polygon with a dense and foldable triangulation

This result can be interpreted as a combinatorial version of Green’s
Theorem on integrating a potential over a simply connected planar do-
main by integrating over the boundary. It also bears some similarity
with Pick’s Theorem, which states that a lattice polygon of Euclidean
area A and I interior lattice points has exactly

(1) B = 2 · (A− I + 1)

lattice points on the boundary; see Beck & Robbins [1, §2.6] as well as
the “Green’s theorem style” proof by Blatter [2].

Example 4. Figure 1 shows a lattice hexagon with a dense and fold-
able triangulation. It has 17 black triangles and 16 white ones; so the
signature equals one. At the same time it has three black and two black
boundary edges of type X, three black and two white boundary edges
of type Y , as well as two black and one white boundary edges of type
XY . For each type there is a surplus of exactly one black edge.

The following corollary solves a problem which the first author pre-
sented at the Oberwolfach meeting on Geometric and Topological Com-
binatorics in 2007. The authors gratefully acknowledge the repeated
hospitality of the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut; this paper was
written during another stay at that place in 2012.

Corollary 5. Let P be an axis-parallel lattice rectangle in the plane.

Then the signature of any dense and foldable triangulation of P vanishes.

Proof. There are no XY edges in the boundary. �

Our main result entails a general upper bound on the signature for
lattice polygons.
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Corollary 6. Let ∆ be a dense and foldable triangulation of a planar

lattice polygon P . Then the signature σ(∆) is bounded from above by

⌊2

3
(A− I + 1)⌋

where A is the Euclidean area and I is the number of interior lattice

points of P .

Proof. By Pick’s Theorem (1) the number B of lattice points on the
boundary of P equals A− I +1. Now B is also the number of boundary
edges of the triangulation ∆, and so there is some type τ ∈ {X, Y,XY }
such that the number of τ -edges in the boundary does not exceed ⌊1

3
B⌋.

Since the signature of ∆ cannot exceed the number of boundary edges
of type τ the claim follows. �

Example 7. There are lattice polygons for which our bound is sharp.
Consider the triangle P = conv{(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)}. Here A = 1

2
, I = 0,

and 2

3
(A − I + 1) = 2

3
(1
2
− 0 + 1) = 1, which equals the signature of

the trivial triangulation of P . More generally, the dilates nP for arbi-
trary integral n ≥ 1 are lattice triangles with a triangulation ∆n induced
by the integral translates of the coordinate axes and the diagonal line
{(x, y) ∈ R

2 : x + y = 0}. This triangulation is dense and foldable. All
the boundary edges share the same color, and we have exactly n bound-
ary edges of each type. The signature of ∆n equals n and this coincides
with our bound. However, the example of axis-parallel rectangles shows
that our bound on the signature can be arbitrarily bad in general.

We leave it to the readers to explore the implications of our result to
bivariate polynomial systems and the associated toric varieties.
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